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Swedish Seamen who 
Deserted in U.S. Ports 
1841-1858 
Nils William Olsson 
During the nineteenth century a number of Swedish immigrant arrivals 
in America by-passed the official channels and were therefore not listed in 
the passenger manifests of U.S. ports, nor in the exit lists or police records 
in Sweden. These are the not inconsiderable number of Swedish seamen 
who jumped ship in American ports, many of them to stay on permanently . 
These deserters constituted a fairly large portion of the merchant marine 
crews which manned the many Swedish vessels, which crossed the Atlantic, 
carrying Swedish iron, hemp, tar and lumber products to America in ex-
change for tobacco, rice, cotton and other desirable American exports. 1 
Obviously these abscondings put a great strain on the ship's master, who 
usually together with the Swedish consul in the port in question, had to 
locate the errant crew members before the vessel's departure or failing in 
this, had to attempt to procure new seamen. The pressure placed on the 
captain in these situations, to replace deserting crews, abetted in tum the 
desire of the seamen to "take a walk", knowing that they could always sign 
on board the next Swedish vessel to call at the port. 
The motives for deserting a vessel were many and can easily be under-
stood. After a long and arduous voyage, often in inclement weather, aboard 
a cramped ship, it must have been very tempting to to ashore in such exotic 
ports to Scandinavians, as New York, New Orleans, Charleston and Savan-
nah. American merchantmen usually paid higher wages than the Swedes and 
Swedish sailors therefore were often disposed to shift their allegiance from a 
Swedish to an American master. The personal relationship between a master 
and a crew member could often influence the sailor to leave the ship in the 
next port, hoping thereby to sign on another vessel, where the captain might 
be more amenable. 
News of the gold finds in California had begun to trickle back to Sweden 
and must have constituted an irresistible urge for sailors to slip away from 
their ships in order to seek their fortunes in this new Eldorado. The abund-
ance of cheap and verdant land in the American West must also have been a 
powerful magnet to lure many a sailor to exchange the perilous work on the 
high seas for a safer and perhaps a more profitable career as an American 
landowner. Whatever the motives, the net result was that flocks of Swedish 
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seamen refused to continue the voyage home from American ports, taking 
instead a holiday ashore, which sometimes stretched into permanent set-
tling. 
Not all deserters remained in the U.S. Many returned to Sweden , only 
to come back on a new voyage , then to abscond for the second time, this 
time probably for good. Others , on the other hand , remained in the U.S. a 
few months or a few years and then returned to their native land to enter new 
professions or as seasoned sailors to continue as sea captains. 
Thanks to the excellent records kept by the Swedish seamen hiring halls 
(sjomanshus), it is possible today to trace the movements of Swedish sea-
men, going back more than 200 years. The sjomanshus were governmental 
institutions , organized for ships' masters as well as merchant marine crews 
dating back to 1748. Four years later, in 1752, these sjomanshus were given 
a royal charter, established to control the activities of Swedish merchant 
shipping, ship owners, ships ' masters as well as ships ' crews. The rules 
governing these institutions were up-dated from time to time to reflect the 
changing times. The main purposes of these sjomanshus were to gather and 
disseminate information concerning all merchant shipping of Swedish reg-
istry , measuring more than 20 tons, to keep a record of all Swedish mer-
chantmen sailing under the Swedish flag and to render financial assistance to 
sailors in time of need as well as to provide for the widows and minor 
children of sailors who perished at sea or who died in the service. Eventually 
sjomanshus were established in nearly fifty Swedish cities , ranging from 
Haparanda in the north to Ystad in the south. Every Swedish sailor and 
ship's master had to register in the sjomanshus in his district. There he was 
given his seaman's passport (sjofartsbok) , in which masters could log the 
voyages in which the seamen participated, their dates of service, their 
accomplishments and their deportment. Infractions of rules and punish-
ments meted out were also made a part of the record. The book was in-
spected by the ombudsman in charge of the sjomanshus , before the seaman 
could sign anew on board the next vessel. 
Every sjomanshus had its own board of directors, made up of five per-
sons - two representing the ship owners, one the masters, one the second 
officers and one representing the seamen. The sjomanshus were under the 
supervision of the Royal Swedish Board of Trade (Kommerskollegium), 
which also appointed a sixth member, an ombudsman, who was independent 
of the board , but who was in charge of the administrative details of the hiring 
hall . It was he who made up the crew lists or ships ' rosters, signed on the 
seaman and paid them off. He also served as referee in minor altercations 
between masters and crew members. 
It is these crew lists which interest us the most, for these are the docu-
ments which can provide a great deal of information concerning the indi-
vidual sailor and his peregrinations. These ships' rosters are to be found in 
the provincial archives in Sweden, serving the same district where the 
sjomanshus is located. 
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The document analyzed in this particular essay stems from the sjomans-
hus in Stockholm, now on deposit in the Stockholm City Archives (Stock-
holms stadsarkiv), where it bears the signum Dlh:l (1841- 1859). Although 
the original document is marked with the dates 1841- 1859, the actual list 
ends with the year 1858. It provides information concerning each sailor who 
absconded, his name, his age, his marital status, birth place (the first name 
listed) and his domicile (where it is entered, it follows the birth place). The 
date of his registering at the sjomanshus is given, the name of the master 
with whom he sailed, the port in which he deserted and the date of that 
desertion . Occasionally the list also includes supplementary information re-
garding the sailor's subsequent return to Sweden. All of these facts are very 
important to the genealogist and have been included in the printed version 
below, i.e. with the exception of the captain's name, which has been elimin-
ated since this information does not add significantly to the data presented. 
Where additional information has been found in the extant literature 
concerning the sailor, this information has been placed in notes at the end of 
the article. It should be noted that there are a few duplications, where the 
sailor has, as mentioned earlier, returned to Sweden, only to desert the 
vessel again on his return to the U.S. 
The list includes all desertions on a world-wide basis and contains a total 
of994 names for the period 1841- 1858, but only for those seamen registered 
in the Stockholm sjomanshus. Of this number a total of 437 seamen 
absconded in U.S . ports, for a total of 44% of the whole. 
The average age of each deserter was 23.8 years and on the basis of a 
breakdown of the ages for the various categories of these sailors, we find 
that approximately half of the deserters were between the ages of 20 and 26. 
Below is a listing by age and the numbers in each age bracket: 
Age Number Age Number 
14 3 29 19 
15 3 30 12 
16 18 31 7 
17 18 32 7 
18 28 33 6 
19 23 34 3 
20 35 35 1 
21 34 36 1 
22 39 37 3 
23 40 38 2 
24 34 39 8 
25 22 40 2 
26 32 45 1 
27 21 46 
28 13 48 
Total 437 
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A.ntagning8-Be·vl8. 
lnnehafvaren hiiraf Jt/7;,,,A~. ~~ .. """~,-~~ hvilken ilr 
Liln, fudd / '5 ..Y n . ;j ,,..,,. 7JC 7', 07, ~1 af /) ~•,. / ' ,'1'/4';) 
hr till sjOfarts idkende b 1t antagcn viYaelle SjOmanshus~och i dess Rt11la Rntecknad, 
och, Jemlikt Kongl. Forordningen ef den 7 Februari 1835, iir dct ho11om obetaget alt 
~der d4 tider som ban ej idker sjofart, hvilken tid icke fllr ofverskridn tviinne ar, ge-
nom arbete hos andra soka sin bergning, Burande 11.ir Ofrigt dette bevis filrl!te~, om su 
pafordru, hvarje gang han fllrhyrea eller afmoustra~. 
Gelle Sjomanshus-Kontor den 1sf/' 
Discharge paper for Wilhelm Lindstrom from the sjomanshus in Giivle. 
~) ,,,_, " /5 
CERTI Fl CATE OF DISCHARGE 
Discharge paper for Wilhelm Lindstrom in Liverpool, England. Note how Lindstrom's name has 
been garbled by the British official. 
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. Afmonstrings-Betyg 
tor . . -~~~ ~~: .... . hvilken s&110m 
... ef~ ........... .. .. ~ enstgjort ombord pa. ... et"~ .
... V¥~~ hef!llilahorande i ~- . '.-- · ~.. . . . .. . ..... nnder 
tiden fra.n den .. /."~ ~ ~ .till den. ·3/·~7 '. • .•· 
.. .✓.ff.'7i/?. . .. .. pa. . resa fran... ..... .. . H«.~ · ··-: :· ...... , ... ~ill.;i7~A 7 ·. ,? ~ . . ' . . .JI , . ' ., , . 
. . ~ . ~ ... derunder fartyget je~il.•~lleva'rit I .. ~~.-, . .. 
. ~~~ .... . och m: b~ manad8hy.ra af ,P-7·- ...  
.. ~ .. ~~······ ··········· .. ··· · :\I ............ .. ... . ,,· .. ..... .......... .. 
''" oro,,,, ooh ,kiek i ::::; K.,.k~ ; . . . .... .. 
!, ,orn,;ga •U follgOra ,i, , ... ,. tj,.,e; z;;,,..,,1~,2j}5 : 
lo Dflll ooh ,imghe< ,;:,;, ~:~~:.;L.:: :: 
. .... . . ·· · ·· · · ··•··········· · · ···.•· · ·· • · ·· · ···· · ··· · · · · · ··· · · •• ··· • ·· ; . 1l .- ··· ' · ·· ··· ··· · · 
-1:u· Va.ksamhet och pa.passlighet: . . ..... U.~~·-- · .~ ......... · 
a)· s0111 rorgil.ngare samt pa vakt ) ...... ~ . 
ocb utkik, i sjo, pa redd, i ha.nm ).... .. C .. ' . . ... ,.... ,,.,.. ... ... . . ... 
b) 80ITI va.ktchef .. , ... 
. .. , ........... .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .. ... . .. . . , ... . 
hvilket hiirigenon, till bevis meddelllb G~ de~ 3/---~.,,.~ .. ..H)"_f'~ ... :> 
Be,ty,k,•, ,L ...... !:~-!:":::.~- ~:.;£.~ 
OBS. Befiilhafvu.i·e hii.nvisas till de a a.ndra. .,idan gjoi'de anmlirkningar ooh tilligg till 
tiirtyrlligande Hf fiirestacnde. punkter. 
Document issued for Wilhelm Lindstrom, a Swedish sailor, at the sjomanshus in Gavle. 
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A breakdown of the employment categories of the sailors involved , from 
mate to cabin boy, shows the following statistics: 
·Deck hands 151 
Able-bodied seamen 102 
Ordinary seamen 59 
Cooks 52 
Ships' carpenters 31 
Gunners 18 
Cabin boys 17 
Mates 3 
Boatswains 2 
Apprentices 2 
Total 437 
The list given below attempts to document all of the Swedish deserters 
who sailed on ships registered in Stockholm during the period mentioned. In 
order to conserve space the various categories of duties aboard the vessel 
have been abbreviated as follows: 
Swedish English Abbreviation 
Batsman Boatswain B 
Jungman Deck hand DH 
Kajutvakt Cabin boy CB 
Kock Cook C 
Konstapel Gunner G 
Lattmatros Ordinary seaman OS 
Matros Able-bodied seaman AB 
Prentis Apprentice A 
Styrman Mate M 
Timmerman Ship's carpenter SC 
There were 35 seamen who were married, representing 8% of the total 
number. These have been identified by the addition of a cross ( + ), inserted 
just before the name itself. 
Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sa ilor Date 
Regisrrarion and R esidence jumped ship 
1841 
July I Bergstrom. C.F. OS 16 Stockholm New York Aug. 19 1843 
Silfverswiird. W.F.W. ' DH 17 Munso Parish (Stock.) 
1842 
May 12 Hamberg, J.C . G 28 Visby Aug. 10 1842 
Norrby, Matthias ·' AB 25 Gotland 
Harlund , G.A . AB 31 Stockholm 
Friberg, L.P. OS 23 Stockholm/Visby 
Lyberg, J.F. DH 19 Stockholm/Visby 
April 28 Larsson, Lorents CB 21 Varberg Philadelphia Sept. 1842 
July 18 Hultman, C.P.O. M 22 Ljungby Parish (Kron.) New York Aug. 9 1843 
Lindstrom. 0. SC 37 Oland 
Matsson, Joh. AB 27 Viken Parish (Malm .) 
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Swedish Seamen 
Dare of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Dme 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Jonsson. L. OS 23 Skanor 
Pettersson. Olof DH 18 Helsingborg 
30 Eklund. C.J. SC 22 Stockholm New Orleans Feb. 1843 
Hammarstrand, F.W. DH 26 Viistervik 
Aug. 16 Norstedt, Ad . Fr. OS 22 Oland April 13 1843 
Andersson , LG. OS 21 Lulea 
Sept. 21 Jonsson . J.P. AB 24 Bastad New York Jan . 2 1843 
Ewald. N.P. OS 21 Bastad 
Herwahn. Yngwar A 14 Stockholm 
23 Andersson, J. SC 30 Viiddo Parish (Stock.)/ Jan. 21 " 
Roslagen 
Lindgren , Olof AB 34 Visby 
Amark , J .C.4 CB 15 Stockholm 
Oct. 26 Lilljedahl, Sv . AB 21 Bastad April 1843 
Engstrom , N. OS 23 Oland 
Pettersson, And. C 22 Oland 
27 Cam(p)bell , J.R .5 M 21 Stockholm Feb. 26 1843 
Ljungqvist. N. G 19 Stockholm 28 
Aronsson , Olof SC 32 Gotland 26 
Svensson, N. AB 32 Bastad March 21 " 
Soderman, E. OS 20 Bastad Feb. 26 " 
Johnsson , P. OS 20 Bastad March 21 " 
Bolund, F.A .W. DH 19 Stockholm 4 
Lindstrom , G. DH 19 Stockholm 21 
Bjorkgren, C.G. A 18 Viistervik 
Nilsson , N. AB 22 Skelleftea 
Nov. 5 Skragge. C.J . AB 23 Stockholm May 1843 
Strom. Johan AB 23 Roslagen 
Andersson , Sv. DH 22 Ostergotland 
1843 
Jan. 5 Larsson, M. SC 24 Bastad March 1844 
+ Lundberg, J. AB 31 Malmo 
Andersson, And. AB 24 Goteborg 
Oman. Nils OS 20 Hiimosand 
Soneson , G. DH 22 Viken Parish 
Sellberg, Fr. DH 22 Lulea 
Lundstrom. P.G. C 23 Kalmar 
Apr. 18 Olsson, Edv. CB 15 Stockholm July 7 1843 
July II Berg. M. G 25 Goteborg New Orleans Feb. 1844 
July 25 Kemner. N.G. OS 22 Goteborg New York Oct. 28 1843 
Kalle, A.V. DH 18 Stockholm 
Aug. 25 Wigert, A.6 DH 21 Orebro May 20 1844 
Sandblom, A.H.7 DH 16 Stockholm 
Carlsson , Gustaf DH 21 Karlshamn 
" 29 Greilund , Gust. Ad. AB 28 Viistervik Nov. 19 1843 
Granqvist , S.P. AB 39 Kalmar 
Knutsson , W. AB 23 Karlshamn 
Hulthin , B. DH 21 Torekov 
Lofstedt. G.S . DH 20 Stockholm 13 
Sept. 26 +Wallen. Carl Oscar SC 28 Uppland Oahu. Hawaii 1844 
Sandstrom, F. DH 18 Skelleftea Oregon Aug. 1845 
Kiellerstedt. C.M . DH 20 Viisterbotten liin 
Oct. 24 Sundberg, J.P. OS 23 Uddevalla New York April 1844 
25 Delin, N. 8 M 22 Helsingborg April 12 " 
Hasselberg. Jens SC 38 Norway 1844 
Pettersson , P. AB 27 Kalmar liin 
Nordberg, P.O. AB 23 Sundsvall 
Bergstedt, C.G . AB 32 Karlshamn 
+ Andersson, A.J. AB 27 Viistervik 
Sjogren, C.J . AB 26 Karlskrona 
Nilsson , N . OS 20 The Island of Ven 
Krook, Otto W. DH 19 Viistervik 
Ohrling, J.E . OS 29 Pitea 
Bjorklund, Jonas DH 24 Gryt Parish 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Date 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Soderstrom. C.F. DH 18 Mariefred 
Landegren. ·01or• DH 26 Viirmland 
Carlsson. Petter OS 23 Oland 
Djurberg, N. 10 CB 15 Stockholm 
Nov. 24 Strombeck . Johan AB 30 Halland Dec. 1843 
Lundgren, C. AB 26 Stockholm 
A1fvidson. N. DH 21 Skane 
Andersson. C.E. DH 23 Kalmar liin 
1844 
May 22 Hiirstedt . G.T. DH 18 Helsingborg Oct. 24 1844 
Leveau . J.P . G 21 Helsingborg 
Olsson, P. SC 27 Stockholm 
Moller. A. OS 23 Kullen 
June 5 Comet, H.P. G 22 Landskrona 15 
Mellberg, A. OS 21 Karlshamn 
Pehrson. J . DH 18 Kullen 
Montelius , Reinhold CB 17 Stockholm 
18 Gronlund. Jonas SC 39 Fi nland/Stockholm Nov . 7 " 
+ Paulsson, Olof AB 39 Karlshamn 
+ Nilsson. Valdemar AB 39 Karlshamn 
Olsson, E. DH 22 Skanor 
Jonsson. Magn. DH 21 Helsingborg 
Hansson. Nils C 22 Karlshamn 
July 5 Blomster. A.W. AB 22 Stockholm Sept. 29 " 
16 Ohlin. J. AB 25 Stockholm Oct. 19 " 
Bajard. Albert DH 20 Stockholm 4 
Enggren. M.A. C 23 Halland 19 
" 24 Sandberg, J. SC 31 Norrbotten liin 1845 
Lundbeck. J. AB 24 Kalmar 
Backstrom. J. DH 23 Oland 
Pettersson, J. DH 24 Kullen 
Andersson, E.M. DH 25 Kalmar 
25 Jonsson. Johan AB 29 Karlshamn Nov. 1844 
+ Norstrom, Joh. AB 39 Stockholm 
Westermark. Ant. AB 29 Norrbotten liin 
Borjesson . Petter AB 25 Karlshamn 
Hockert. V. DH 18 Jonkoping 
Zander, W. 11 DH 19 Linkoping 
Olsson. Joh. C 19 Karlshamn 
July 26 Nebauck. J .O. AB 28 Karlskrona Oct. 23 1844 
Jacobsson. P.Z. DH 21 Valida Parish (Hall.) 10 
Kindahl. A.J . C 26 Norrkoping 23 
Sept. 6 Wickman. Is . AB 32 Halland Feb. 13 1845 
Sillen. H .E. 12 DH 20 Uppsala/Fi lipstad 
" 17 Wennblad, Joh. AB 25 Stockholm New Orleans Apr. 19 1845 
Bolin, F.W. OS 22 Stockholm 
Oct. 19 Pettersson , A. OS 26 Malmo New York July 3. 1845 
Johanson . C. OS 21 Bergkvara Parish (Kron.) 
Sundsten. J .0 . OS 27 Sundsvall 
Hesselin, J. DH 29 Gotland 
Andersson, J. DH 29 Oland 
Pihlqvist, J.G. C 21 Oland 
Nov. 28 Johansson , A. OS 25 Dalaro May 12 
Norling, C.C. DH 17 Stockholm 
Fischer. O.R. C 20 Stockholm 
Jansson , Petter DH 29 Kronoberg /ii11/Stockholm 19 
Oberg, J.W. CB 17 Stockholm 20 
1845 
Apr. 26 +Pettersson . P. OS 25 Karlshamn/Stockholm Aug. 26 
+Olsson, D. DH 18 Oland 
28 Thorslund, Gudm. DH 21 Oland Aug. II " 
Juringius, Carl 13 C 17 Viisterhaninge Parish 
(Stock.) 
May 10 Jonsson , A. OS 24 Ystad 1845 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Date 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Lampa, M.L.J.C. DH 16 Varmland Ian 
Sjoberg, J. DH 19 Stockholm 
Hagberg, Pehr Adolf C 22 Stockholm Aug. 26 
Norrby. J.P. 14 AB 25 Gotland 
Torner, A.F. DH 20 Stockholm 
Hoglund , C .P." DH 31 Gotland 
Kallstrom, 0. DH 29 Gotland 
Sabelfelt , C. A.ke 16 DH 16 Stockholm 
Nilsson, B. C 22 Blekinge 
July 11 Nordin , Joh . SC 31 Nordingra Parish (Vn.) New Orleans March 29 1847 
Mansson , C.A. 17 DH 20 Onsala Parish (Got.) 
Carlbeck, C.W. DH 17 Stockholm 
Borjeson, Carl C 33 Traslov Parish (Hall.) 
16 Branstrom, E.J .18 SC 27 Lulea New York Sept. 1845 
Boman , P. AB 38 Kalmar 
Bostrom, C. AB 28 Gotland 
Pettersson, L. AB 27 Gotland 
Falk, J.P. 19 AB 20 Gotland 
Aug. 30 Helander, C. W. 20 G 24 Stockholm May 14 " 
Klintberg , L. 21 OS 27 Visby 
Sept. 9 Insulin, W.E. 22 G 30 Stockholm Dec . 1845 
+ Pettersson, Nils AB 26 Stockholm 
Andersson, P. AB 25 Viken Parish 
Molin , J.A. 23 OS 23 Karlshamn 
Lenander, C.E. DH 20 Stockholm 
Wennerstrom, J .E. DH 26 Vaxholm 
Martensson, J .E. DH 18 Stockholm 
Windrufva, J . DH 16 Vaxholm 
Oct. 13 Holmqvist. N. SC 20 Skelleftea Jan . 11 1846 
Steffansson, Jon DH 25 Bastad 
Westerberg, C.L. 04 DH 19 Stockholm 
Bergstrom , J.P. C 18 Gotland 
Friberg, R.L.J. CB 17 Stockholm 
Nov . 3 +Wisselqvist, J.G . AB 32 Kalmar April 1846 
+Carlsson, J.O . AB 29 Stockholm 
Carlwagen, A.F. 25 DH 22 Stockholm 
Hellstrom, Joh . DH 21 Trelleborg 
Pettersson, Jiins C 24 Bastad 
Dec. 3 Nilsson , N . OS 30 Oland April 12 
Nilsson, Pet. DH 17 Kullen 
Lonnvall , C.F. DH 19 Kristianstad 
Jonsson, N .M . C 23 Oland 
1846 
June 29 Oqvist, N.G . SC 28 Lulea Oct. 9 
Sjoholm, L.J. AB 25 Oland 
Christianson, T. AB 24 Kristiansund, Norway 
July 13 Romare , P.26 DH 18 Torekov July 4 1847 
30 Borgstrom, P. G 26 Trelleborg/Stockholm Nov. 9 1846 
Jonsson , Sven DH 18 Skane 
+Soderstrom, A.F. C 26 Karlskrona/Stockholm 
Aug. 3 A.man, Joh . AB 27 Oregrund Baltimore Dec . 30 1846 
Westerberg, J . Th_'7 AB 25 Stockholm 
Lindberg, G.L. CB 16 Goteborg 
Sept. 2 Fahlsten, C.E. 28 G 22 Visby New York Dec. 1846 
+Jansson, L. AB 30 Goteborg/Stockholm 
Jacobsson , L. AB 27 Gotland 
Ekstrom, Jacob DH 24 Gotland 
Andersson , C.G . C 30 Karlskrona 
Cronholm, C. DH 25 Vaddo Parish (Stock.) Jan. 1847 
Pettersson, J . DH 24 Oland 
Oct. 22 Wiberg, E . SC 26 Ostergotland/Stockholm July 12 1847 
Klintberg, N.F. OS 26 Gotland 
Carlsson, A. DH 23 Soderkoping 
Forsstrom, G.W. DH 24 Stockholm 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Dale 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Berndtsson. A. DH 20 Varberg 
Jansson, J.F. DH 18 Stockholm 
Hansson. S. AB 24 Kullen 
Andersson. J. C 22 Ostergotland/Oland 
1847 
Apr. 26 +Carlsson. C.G. SC 32 Kalmar July 29 
Berg, And. AB 34 Norrkoping 
Olsson. C. AB 45 Goteborg 
Sjogren . N. OS 26 Oland/Stockholm 
Ostergren. J. U. DH 22 Karls krona 
Astrom, Hans C 37 Sundsvall 
Nordell. J.F. CB 14 Osthammar/Stockholm 
" 30 Johansson. G. G 26 Oregrund Oct. 2 
Andersson. L. C 28 Karlshamn 
May 19 Dahlqvist. C.G. C 19 Varberg Philadelphia March 23 1848 
June 18 Jansson , Svante C 25 Smaland/Stockholm Sept. 20 1847 
Moller. N .P. 29 OS 21 Kullen 
Clason. N. DH 23 Oland 
July I Briant. M.L. G 26 Gotland 28 
+ Engstrom. Fr. 10 SC 40 Gotland 
Carlsson. Olof AB 23 Karlskrona 
Backman. And. AB 26 Uddevalla/Stockholm 
Been. Walfrid OS 22 Helsingborg 
Lindstahl , Ferd. DH 19 Stockholm 
Retzius . A .W. 31 DH 17 Stockholm 
+Jonsson. Petter C 23 Solvesborg 
" 24 +Soderberg, C. AB 26 Stockholm Nov. 17 " 
Stahlhammar, B.H. 32 DH 16 Karlskrona/Karlshamn 
Aug. 14 Pettersson, Sven DH 23 Helsingborg 26 
Johnsson. Sven DH 24 Roslagen Dec. 10 " 
" 18 Welin. Joh. Olsson AB 30 Viken Parish Jan. 26 1848 
Behrling, J .H. AB 46 Skanor/Stockholm 
Kruslock . Fr. OS 26 Vaxholm 
Lindqvist. Carl DH 18 Domsten, Allerum Parish 
Sabelfeldt, Ake" DH 18 
(Malm.) 
Stockholm 
' Hellstrom, J.L. DH 19 Stockholm i 
I Zetterstrom. G.T.J. DH 16 Stockholm I 
+ Dahlstrom. Johan C 36 Oland I 
" 26 Palmgren. J. G 27 Karlshamn 17 " I 
Sjogren, 0. AB 26 Ostergotland/Norrkoping \ Wetterlund. J.N. OS 22 Gotland 
Oden, J.P. DH 18 Varmdo Parish (Stock.)/ l Stockholm Sjoblom. Joh. C 28 Varmdo Parish 
Aug. 27 Blom, Casp. Leon. G 25 Stockholm Dec . 16 1847 I l 
Nilsson. J. AB 26 Malmohus /iin/Stockholm I i Osterberg, P. AB 24 Roslagen I Hansson. J .A. DH 18 Bastad I 
Mattsson, Dan. Johan C 29 Warsaw. Poland/Stockholm I 
I 31 Backlund , And. SC 25 Vastervik Boston Nov. 5 1847 
.I Andersson, Emanuel AB 22 Karlshamn 
+Strandberg, N. AB 29 Vasternorrland liin 
Wisslander. 0. AB 27 Gotland 
Olsson. Christian DH 27 Norrkoping 
Pettersson. P. L. DH 20 Kalmar 
Jonsson , C. DH 21 Kalmar liin 
Achsell, C.W. C 21 Monsteras Parish (Kalm.) 
Sept. 15 Dahlberg, Olof SC 39 Hogsjo Parish (Vn.) New York March 4 1847 
Ekegren. Sv. Adolf OS 26 Goteborg 
Forsberg, P.G . DH 21 N.orrkoping 
Thelander, C.J. DH 24 Oland 
Kastengren , C.M. DH 23 Karlstad/Randi Parish 
(Norr.) 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Date 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Grave , J.H. DH 24 Dalarne/Stockholm 
+ Wessberg, J.A . C 34 Norrkoping/Stockholm 
" 30 Lagerstrom, 0.H. G 23 Stockholm Philadelphia 1848 
Clemensson. G. OS 23 Vastra Karup Parish 
(Krist. ) 
Askengren , Hugo 34 DH 20 Orebro Ian 
Loggin. V.J. C 23 Gotland 
Sack, C.P.35 CB 17 Sodermanland 
Oct. 16 Morin , J.G. AB 26 Soderhamn New York Feb. 19 1848 
Sundgren, Hakan AB 24 Soderhamn 
Lundberg, LP. DH 24 Oland 
Kullman , J.F. DH 16 Stockholm 
Jacobsson , L.P. DH 20 Gotland 
Ekblom, F. C 20 Sodertalje/Stockholm 
Nov . 8 Renman, Joh. AB 28 Lulea March 17 " 
Hultin , A. AB 29 Kullen 
Roselius , O.T. 36 OS 22 Ga.vie 
Rodin , J. OS 35 Goteborg/Stockholm 
Hector. A.F. DH 18 Kristianstad/Stockholm 
Ekenstedt , C.A. 37 DH 19 Skelleftea 
Reutermark , C.J . 38 DH 40 Vastmanland /iin 
Hallberg, Carl Fr. C 26 Hoganas 
1848 
July 4 +Goransson, Lars SC 39 Gotland/Stockholm Nov. 1848 
Westberg. Jacob AB 23 Gotland/Stockholm 
Beckstrom, J.P. AB 23 Oland 
Halander, Anders OS 24 Gotland 
Stenholm, Jae. DH 26 Faro Parish (Got!. ) 
Nilsson. Anders DH 24 Oland 
Heljeson, Nils DH 16 Brunnby Parish (Malm.) 
Sjogren , N.J. DH 20 Oland 
" 8 Pettersson, G.W. G 20 Stockholm/Norrkoping Feb. 22 1849 
Pettersson, Carl AB 27 Gotland 
Andersson, J.P. AB 26 Kungsbacka 
Kjellman , J.P. OS 24 Hoganas 
Vogt, Frans Bernh . C 29 Stockholm 
Malmgren, J.P. DH 23 Norrkoping 
Kjellman, Anders DH 20 Hoganas 
Olsson. Fredrik CB 18 Norrkoping 
July 31 +Dahlin , J .A. AB 29 Stockholm San Francisco Oct. 23 I 849 
Strombeck, Thure OS 19 Roslagen/Stockholm Oct. 29 " 
Carlsson , J.E. OS 21 Karlshamn 
Olsson, Johan C 28 Kalmar 
Andersson , Joh. Ludv. DH 21 Stockholm New York February 1851 
Berggren, C. Axel L. DH 16 Stockholm 
Ramstedt, J.G. DH 16 Strangnas 
Sept. 12 Johansson, Anders DH 22 Uddevalla April 15 1849 
Oct. 10 + Andersson , Nils SC 31 Oland July 21 
Hansson, E.M. AB 23 Vastra Karup Parish 
(Krist.) 
Jonsson , Petter OS 24 Vastra Karup 
Ekroth , S.P. OS 21 Hov Parish (Krist.) 
Kock, G.W. CB 17 Sicklao Parish (Stock.)/ 
Drottningholm. Lovo 
Parish (Stock.) 
1849 
April 27 Pettersson, Sven B 24 Landskrona/Stockholm July 13 
Svensson, Carl AB 27 Kalmar/Stockholm 9 
Johnsson, Johannes DH 24 Brunnby Parish (Malm .) 6 
Lorentz, Axel Theodor DH 16 Stockholm June 17 1850 
Borgstrom, Sigfrid DH 20 Stockholm July 9 1849 
Meijer, Fr. Bernhard CB 16 Stockholm 13 
Jonsson, Sven C 22 Vastra Karup Parish 9 
May 5 +Wessman, F.W. AB 29 Stockholm April 10 1850 
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July 6 + Stenberg, Goran Olsson AB 37 Vallstena Parish (Gotl.) Sept. 24 1849 
Martell, Jacob AB 33 Eskelhem Parish (Gotl.) II 
Westman, Joh. OS 26 Harnosand 
Jernholm. Gust. Leonard DH 19 Stockholm 5 
Sjoblad. C.G. DH 17 Norrsunda Parish (Stock.) Oct. II 
Akeson. Gothe C 26 Solvesborg Sept. 5 
Bengtsson, Anders DH 21 Arildslage. Brunnby 1849 
Parish (Malm .) 
Sundstrom. C. Edv. DH 18 Nykoping 
Astrom. C.Jac. DH 16 Stockholm 
+ Wahlstrom, C. Aug. C 23 Djurhamn . Djuro Parish 
(Stock.)/Stockholm 
Lindahl. G. SC 33 Aland. Finland/Stockholm Feb. 28 1850 
Pettersson. Bengt AB 30 Arildslage 
Nilsson. J. AB 25 Angelholm 
Astrom. A.F. OS 24 Landsort. Toro Parish 
(Stock.) 
Bengtsson. And . DH 21 Arildslage 
Sundstrom. C.E. DH 17 Nykoping 
Astrom, C.J. DH 16 Stockholm 
Wahlstrom, C.A. C 23 Djurhamn/Stockholm 
" 14 Olsson. Olof AB 28 Koping Parish (Kalm .) Savannah Dec. IO 1849 
Lindberg, L. AB 25 Stockholm 
Pettersson . P. AB 24 Solvesborg 
Gustafsson. A. AB 23 Segerstad Parish 
Aug. 27 Carlsson. Henrik DH 22 Hoby Parish (Blek.) New York June 20 1851 
Fristrom. Joh. Erik C 18 Sater 
Oct. 13 + Lundgren. J .P. AB 33 Oland Sept. 7 1850 
Pettersson. Olof AB 26 Ra. Raus Parish (Malm.) 
Lindberg, Carl Fred. C 19 Lulei\ 
Dec. 5 Dahlstrom. A.G. G 25 Dalaro Parish (Stock .) Charleston June 15 1850 
Ekberg, C.G. SC 21 Stockholm 
Osterberg, Marten AB 22 Tingstade Parish (Gotl.) 
Rodin, Gustaf AB 23 Morlanda Parish (Kalm.) 
Krook , Gust. Georg DH 19 Stockholm 
Nilsson, Erik Gustaf C 27 Kastlosa Parish (Kalm.) 
1850 
June 25 Johnsson, Elias AB 28 Goteborg New York April 21 1851 
I Ostrom. Fred. B 32 Lulea 14 j Durrue. P. Jonsson OS 26 Haparanda 
Johnsson . Niclas OS 24 Boda Parish (Kalm .)/ I Stockholm l Boman, P. Edv . OS 22 Hoganas Mansson. Johan DH 20 Morrum Parish (Blek.) I 
27 Bjorkgren. A. OS 20 Eksjo June I 1851 I 
Bjorkander. 0. OS 22 Visby l Asplund. Olof OS 26 Norrkoping l Soderlund, J. OS 24 Havero Parish (Stock.) I Roos. W.A . DH 22 Ekero Parish (Stock.)/ I Stockholm 
Pettersson , Johan DH 26 Jonstorp Parish (Malm.) { Lange. C.G. Chr. DH 21 Stockholm Sandin, Pehr G. C 30 Ost ham mar 
Westman , C.A.U. DH 17 Stockholm Baltimore Oct. IO 1851 
J Bergstrom. Aug. Th. DH 16 Kattilstad Parish (Og.) June 29 Thunqvist , P. M. Nilsson SC 27 Tuna Parish/Stockholm Charleston Oct. 20 1850 Stjernberg, C.A. AB 19 Karlskrona 
t 
Andersson, N.P. DH 19 Solvesborg 
+Lundahl. C.P. DH 29 Vasterhejde Parish 
(Gotl.)/Visby 
Andersson. Gustaf C 23 Fors hem Parish (Skar.) 
_Sept. 16 Andersson. J. OS 24 Viken Parish New Orleans June I 1851 
Eriksson. C.E. DH 18 Goteborg May 23 " 
Haggqvist, N.J .39 DH 18 Savar Parish (Vbn.) June I 
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Johnsson, Olaus C 22 Stenasa Parish (Kalm. ) May 23 
,, 
28 + Lindeblad, N. SC 39 Ahus/Stockholm · New York Aug. 12 
Christiansson 
Siitterholm, J.N. OS 20 Stockholm 
Hoijer, Fr. Wilhelm DH 22 Dalaro Parish 
Wahlqvist , Pehr Aug. DH 27 Stockholm 
Skanberg, Joh. Robert DH 21 Stockholm 
Amundson , J.P. C 17 Gryt Parish 
Roos , Bo C.H-n 40 CB 16 Stockholm/Norrtalje 
1851 
Apr. 17 Lundin, Olof SC 27 Levide Parish 
(Gotl.)/Stockholm 
Rappe , M.C.F. OS 22 Visby 
Jacobsson , J. DH 21 Gerum Parish (Gotl.) 
Holmberg, Carl Victor DH 20 Kristianopel 
Elmstrom, Johan DH 20 Visby 
Sandberg, Dan . Nilsson C 21 Kalla Parish (Kalm.) 
Smittberg, P. AB 33 Rone Parish (Gotl.) 
May 31 Wennerberg, S. Fr. OS 19 Torekov Charleston, SC Dec. 7 
Sjogren, Gustaf DH 23 Boda Parish (Kalm. ) 
Sundstrom, B. OS 25 Mjiillby Parish (Blek.) 
June 14 Nilsson , J .L. DH 20 Karlshamn New York Sept. 25 1851 
Pahlsson, Sven DH 20 Viisby Parish (Malm. ) 
Lennqvist , G.L. C 18 Stockholm 
,, 26 Andersson, A. Fr. G 23 Goteborg/Stockholm Savannah Oct. 9 
Jacobsson, Fr. Niclas DH 23 Goteborg Sept. 21 
Ahlqv ist, David DH 22 Faro Parish (Gotl.) 
Hellman, C.E. AB 28 Stockholm Baltimore 
,, 2 1852 
Ulinder, J .P. SC 23 Hamosand Charleston Jan. 13 1851 
Sundstrom, Fredr. Reinh. AB 26 Bygdea Parish (Vbn.) 
July 29 + Wikstrom, Fredrik AB 48 Lulea/Stockholm New Orleans Nov. 24, 1851 
+ Ljung, John Nilsson AB 31 Sjosas Parish (Kron.)/ 
Stockholm 
Ryman, C.J .H. AB 27 Dalaro Parish 3 
Johnsson , Jonas AB 29 Skelleftea 
Ehlers , J . Edv. Eggert DH 18 Eskilstuna/Stockholm Oct. 30 
Hammarstrom, A. Lars DH 19 Rute Parish (Gotl.) 
Friberg, Frans Aug. DH 18 Gardhem Parish (Alvs.) 
Andersson, Anders C 29 Ramdala Parish (Blek.)/ 
Stockholm 
Aug. 4 Lind, Richard AB 25 Sandhamn New York Jan. 16 1852 
Gahnberg, C. N. DH 20 Endre Parish (Gotl.) 
Svensson, T.E. C 18 Karlshamn 
14 + Edstrom, N. Persson SC 30 Edestad Parish (Blek. )/ Charleston Oct. 20 185 I 
Stockholm 
Pettersson, Nils AB 30 Ashem Parish (') 
Loven, Sven Victor OS 20 Hagby Parish 
Pettersson , Otto DH 22 Kalmar 
Wahlgren , Olof C 21 Giivle 
Aug. 15 Nilsson , C.O. SC 24 6verlulea New York Jan. 8 1853 
Jonsson , Nils DH 20 Viken Parish 
1852 
No desertions 
1853 
May 3 Johnsson , Sven C 19 Vastra Karup Charleston June 30 1853 
Sept. 27 Andersson, Emanuel AB 22 Tolo Parish (Kalm.) San Francisco Apr. IO 1855 
Norberg, Sven Fredr. AB 23 Goteborg 
Hansson, C.C. AB 20 Goteborg 
Andersson , C. Aug. C 21 Goteborg 
Bratt , G.W.4 1 DH 17 Jonkoping 
1854 
Aug. 25 + Forsberg, J.O. SC 27 Forslosa (?)/Essingen, New York January I 855 
Stockholm 
Nov. 14 Hamstrom, J.G. DH 24 Radmanso Parish (Stock. ) Boston March 26 I 855 
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Jaderholm, Claes Johan CB 14 Malmkiiping 
Sandelin , J.A. OS 29 Stockholm 
1855 
Aug. 14 Jansso n. C. Aug. AB 24 Vastervik New Orleans Nov. 17 1856 
Nilsson , Jons DH 22 Karlshamn 
Magnusson, Fredr. DH 20 Karlshamn 
Olsson, C.P. C 21 Vastervik 
1856 
Sept. 23 +Westerlund. S.F. G 29 Viistervik New York Dec. 16 1856 
+ Josephsson, Zach. SC 33 Hjorted Parish (Kalm.)/ 
Vastervik 
Dahlqvist, A.G. OS 23 Vastervik 
Johansson, Nils Osc. DH 30 Ukna Parish (Kalm.)/ 
Viistervik 
Bjiirck, Arvid Herman DH 17 Mo Parish 
Engstrom. Henrie Fredr. CB 17 Stockholm 
1 As an example of the heavy Swedish tran satlantic traffic it should be mentioned that from 
Goteborg alone during the first half of the 19th century the following Swedish vessels arrived 
in U.S. ports: 
Year 
1844 
1845 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1849 
1850 
No. of Swedish vessels 
14 
8 
16 
37 
18 
29 
34 
- U.S. Consular Reports from Goteborg to the Dept. of State , 1844-1850, National Ar-
chives, Washington. DC. 
2 He is probably identical with Fredrik Vilhelm Victor Silfverswiird, b. in Stockholm May 12. 
1824, s. of Carl Adolf Silfversward, a customs inspector, and Anna Elisabeth Brandel. He 
went to sea in 1840 and had not been heard from since 1855. - Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den 
introducerade svenska adelns iittartavlor, I-IX (Stockholm 1925-1936), VII, p. 258. 3 He is probably identical with Mattias Norby , b. in Gotland March 27 , 1817, s. of Mattias 
Norby, sea captain, and Ingrid Margareta Engedahl. - C.J. Hallgren , Gotliindska sliikter (Visby 1926), p. 387. 
4 He is possibly identical with John Amark , a commercial student from Stockholm, 17 years 
old. who received a passport in Stockholm Oct . 24, 1849 for a journey to New York , not to 
exceed three years. - 6versti'tthi'tllareiimbetets passjournal for 1849 (Passport Journal for 
the City of Stockholm. 1849), Stockholm City Archives. 
5 Julius Reinhold Campbell, b. in 1821 , s. of David Campbell, captain in the Royal Swedish 
Sodermanland Regiment, and Sophia Catharina Lindgren. He became a sailor. He is prob-
ably also identical with John Campbell, a native of Sweden, who declared his intention of 
becoming a U.S. citizen in New Orleans Dec. 7, 1844. - J . Lagerholm, Sodermanlands-
Niirkes nation (Stockholm 1933), p. 293; U.S . District Court of New Orleans Declarations, 
Vol. F (1838-1847), U.S. Court House, New Orleans. 
6 John Arthur Wigert, b. in Stockholm Aug. 23, 1828, s. of Severin Wigert, a wholesale mer-
chant , and Hedda Catharina Hjortsberg. He emigr. to America , settling in New York , where 
he became a merchant. He m. twice - the first time Alice Robinson, d. in 1860 and the 
second time Mary Fletcher of Philadelphia, b. in 1832. - L.M.V. Ornberg, Svenska iittarta/ 
I-XIV (Stockholm and Vadstena 1884-1908), Ill, p. 244; Sliiklen Wigert 1624-1923 (Gote-
borg 1923) , p. 14. 
7 Perhaps he is identical with a rigger named Augustus Sandbloom, who in 1850-1851 was 
residing at 396 Water St., New York City . - Daggett, New York City Directo,y for 
/850-1851, p. 439. 
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M In Oct. 1844 Del in returned to Sweden as a mate aboard the Swedish ship Prinsessan Josefina. 
He continued on board the same ship until July 6, 1846, when he was paid off in Stockholm. 
He might be identical with Nikolaus Dahlin or as he called himself later. Nicholas Delin, 
who was the first white man to settle on land which later became a part of the city of 
Tacoma, WA. Delin came to the State of Washington by way of New York and California in 
1849 and settled in Tumwater, where he and two other men built a sawmill in 1852. Later he 
settled in Seattle , thereafter in Olympia, WA and finally in Portland, OR, where he d. in 
1882. - Svante Lofgren , "The Early Swedish Settlements of Washington", in The Amer-
ican Swedish Historical Museum Yearbook 1946 (Philadelphia 1946), p. 27. 
9 A Swedish jeweler, age 34, by the name of 0. T. Landgren was living in New York City Aug. 
7, 1850. - 7 U.S. Census, NY, Vol. XLVII, 767. 
10 He probably is identical with Nils August Djurberg , b. in Stockholm in 1828, s. of Fredrik 
Oscar Djurberg, a baker, and Agnes Sophia Djurberg . As a former sea captain he was living 
in Stockholm in 1891 with his wife, Emma Christina Charlotta Wahlback, b. in 1838. -
Ornberg, Svenska iittartal , VII , p. 159. 
11 Henrik Wilhelm Zander, b. in Linkoping in 1826, s. of Jonas Henrik Zander, dyer. He was 
residing in Sonora, CA May 9, 1858 , when he was listed as a miner. - Axel Setterdahl, 
Ostgota nation i Lund 1668- 1913 (Linkoping 1913), p. 294 . 
12 Hjalmar Esaias Sillen , b. in Uppsala May 14, 1824, s. of Nils Jacob Sillen, professor, and 
Johanna Gustava Sillen. He became a sea captain and d. in Stockholm Dec. 6, 1882. -
Anders Edestam, Karlstads stifts herdaminne, I- V + Index (Karlstad 1965- 1976). lll, p. 25. 
13 Carl Adam Juringius was the s. of Carl Adam Juringius , Sr. , lieutenant and innkeeper in 
Nykoping, with one of his two wives - Fredrika Markward or Anna Charlotta Pettersson. 
He emigr. to America. - Ornberg, Svenska iittartal, VI , p. 211. 
14 Johan Petter Norby, b. in Gotland March 5, 1819, s. of Petter Christian Norby , sea captain , 
and Maria Elisabeth Hoffman. - Hallgren , Gotliindska sliikter, p. 387. 
15 Johan Petterson writing from San Francisco in Got/ands /ans tidning March 26 , 1852, men-
tions two former residents of Visby - Hoglund and Ronhqvist, residing in California, who 
wished to be remembered to their relatives in Gotland. - Information courtesy Dr. Erik 
Wiken, Stockholm. 
16 Carl Ake Leipzig Sabelfelt , b. in Stockholm Jan. 31, 1829, s. of Adolf Sabelfelt, a major , and 
Anna Magdalena Rydeberg. He went to sea in 1841, but later moved to California. He must 
have returned to Sweden soon after his first desertion, inasmuch as he jumped ship again in 
New York Jan. 26, 1848. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns iittartavlor, VI. p. 660. 
17 He is probably identical with Carl August Magnusson, b. in Lundby Parish, 23 years old, who 
signed on board the Swedish schooner Aegir in Goteborg and then deserted in Baltimore 
May 11, 1849. - Goteborg Sjomanshus avmdnstringsrulla 1849 in Landsarkivet, Goteborg. 
18 He is probably identical with Erik Johan Brannstrom, a sailor from Lulea, who received a 
passport in Stockholm July 19, 1848 for travel to America and arr. in New York Sept. 29, 
1848 aboard the ship Henry Nesmith. - Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in 
New York 1820-1850 (Stockholm and Chicago 1967) (SPANY) , pp. 152- 153 . 
19 Johan Petter Falck, b. in Gotland in 1825, s. Magnus Petter Falck, sea captain, and Christina 
Elisabeth Stenstrom. He moved to Stockholm in 1847 and was never heard from again. -
Emil Nyberg, Gotliindsk sliiktbok (Visby 1937), p. 190. 
2° C. W. Helander, a native of Sweden , declared his intention of becoming a U.S. citizen in the 
Fourth District Court of California May 16, 1855 and received his U.S. citizenship in the 
Circuit Court of the Northern District of California Sept. 6, 1859. - Certificates of 
Citizenship of the Circuit Court of the U.S . for the Northern District of California , Vol. IV , 
Sept. 1857- 0 ct. , 1860, Federal Records Center, San Bruno, CA. 
21 Either the registration date or the arrival date in New York is an error. It would not be 
possible that he could have arrived in New York prior to his registration date in Stockholm. 
22 Victor Emanuel Insulin received a passport in Stockholm Sept. 23, 1848 for himself and his 
wife, Anna Charlotta Boberg, for travel to New York for a period no longer than six months. 
- Overstathallareiimbetets passjournal for 1848, Stockholm City Archives. 
23 Perhaps he is identical with L. A. Mollin , seaman, who received a passport in Karlskrona 
July 13, 1841 for travel to New York in order to seek employment. - Blekinge Landskans/i 
passjournal (1841- 1848), Landsarkivet, Lund; information courtesy Dr. Erik Wiken, Stock-
holm. 
24 Carl Ludvig Westerberg, b. in Katarina Parish, Stockholm Sept. 4, 1826, s. Jan Westerberg, 
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stevedore (jiirnbiirare), and Christina Catharina Wennberg (Winberg). He received a pass-
port in Stockholm July 6, 1848, at which time he produced his seaman's passport. He arr. in 
New York Sept. 29, 1848 aboard the ship Henry Nesmith. He and his brother Johan Theodor 
Westerberg (see note 27 below) appeared before the Swedish Norwegian vice consul in 
Baltimore, Frederick B. Graf, in February of 1855, in order to affix their signatures to a 
document involving their mother's last will and testament. Carl Ludvig returned to Sweden 
in 1856 and admitted to the clergyman in Katarina Parish that he was the father of his dau. 
Sophia Mathilda, b . in America Aug. 4, 1850. He subsequently m. in Stockholm and d. there 
in 1876. - Olsson, SPANY, pp. 152, 153, 273; information courtesy Dr. Erik Wiken. 
Stockholm. 
25 Anders Fredrik Calwagen, not Carlwagen, b. 1823 . s. of Fredrik Magnus Calwagen. notary 
public in Stockholm. and Lovisa Grondahl. When an estate inventory was held in Stockholm 
after the death of the father in 1855, Anders Fredrik was listed as having d. in 1854. - Ernst 
Grape , "Slakten Grape" , privately owned manuscript. 
26 Paul (Paulus) Romare , b. in Torekov Parish (Krist.) Nov . 20, 1828 , s. of Paulus Romare , sea 
captain, and Petronella Lovisa Ludvigsson. He became a sailor. departed for America, but 
deserted in New York and then signed on board various American merchantmen , travelling 
to Cuba, Mexico and the West Indies. In 1850 he settled in Coopersville. SC as an interpre-
ter for a Swedish countryman, who operated an iron works (probably Carl Wilhelm 
Hammarskjold . who in 1850 had settled in Coopersville, Union County, SC) . In 1854 Ro-
mare returned to Sweden , procured the official exit permit from his home parish and re-
turned to South Carolina, where he secured a position as clerk in a bank in Chester. During 
the Civil War he saw service in the Confederate Army. After the war he moved to Atlanta, 
GA, where he joined the Atlanta National Bank. Here he stayed for the remainder of his life, 
working his way upward from a clerk to the vice presidency . Hem. Lucy Fisher in Camden, 
SC in 1863. He d. in Atlanta Feb. 8, 1904. -Priirieb/omman (Rock Island , IL 1905), p. 203; 
Nels Hokanson , Swedish Immigrants in Lincoln 's Time (New York 1942), p . 30: information 
courtesy Sten Bergendahl , Landsarkivet, Lund: Memoirs of Georgia (Atlanta, GA), pp. 
917-918; Lucian Lamar Knight , A Standard History of Georgia and Georgians (Chicago 
1917), Vol. VI , pp. 3072-3075: Nils William Olsson , Swedish Passenger Arrivals in U.S. 
Ports /820-1850 (except New York), pp. 82-83. 
27 Johan Theodor Westerberg , brother of Carl Ludvig Westerberg, (see note 24 above). b. in the 
Katarina Parish in Stockholm May 20, 1821. He returned to Sweden, where he received a 
passport in Stockholm July 6, 1848 for travel to New York for himself and his wife. Anna 
Christina Hogstrom. b. in the Finnish Parish in Stockholm Sept. 30, 1818, dau. Mathias 
Hogstrom, mate , and Eva Catharina Mark. They both arr. in New York Sept. 29. 1848 
aboard the ship Henry Nesmith. - Olsson, SPANY, pp . 152-153; information courtesy Dr. 
Erik Wiken, Stockholm. 
28 Carl Johan Eric Fahlsten. b. presumably in Bro Parish (Gotl.) in 1823. He eventually reached 
San Francisco , CA, where he assumed the name of Edwards and became a charter member 
of the Scandinavian Society of San Francisco. For a fuller treatment of Fahlsten . see Nils 
William Olsson, "Emigrants from Gotland to America 1819-1890" , in Swedish American 
Genealogist, Vol. II, pp. 104, 108. 
29 Perhaps he is identical with Peter Miller. 24 years old. b . in Landskrona, Sweden. who 
enlisted in the U.S. Army in New York June 16, 1851 as a recruit. He deserted June 21. 1851, 
was apprehended July 7 the same year and finally separated from the service at Carlisle 
Barracks, PA Aug. 5, 1851 for disability . - Register of Enlis1men1s in 1he U.S. Army 
1798-/914, Vol. 49, p. 163, National Archives, Washington, DC. 30 Perhaps he is identical with Fredrik Engstrom, mate from Norrlanda Parish (Gott.), who 
emigr. to America in 1852 . - Personregis1er iii/ Suuisliska Centralbyrans i S1ockho/m forteckningar over emigranter 185/-1860. 
31 Anders Wilhelm Retzius , b. in Stockholm Dec. 27, 1829, s. Anders Adolf Retzius, professor , 
and Wendela Sophia Westerberg. He became an architect and d . in Columbus. OH Feb. 5, 
1850. -A. Hilarion Wistrand , A. J . Bruzelius and Carl Edling, Sveriges liikare-historia. Ny fo/jd, I-II (Stockholm 1873, 1876), II , 632; Ornberg, Svenska iittarta/ , III , p. 266. 32 Baltzar Henrik Stalhammar, b. in Karlskrona Nov. 7, 1830, s. Lorentz Henrik Stalhammar, 
lieutenant commander in the Royal Swedish Navy, and Christina Charlotta Stenstrom. He 
passed his examination as a first mate in 1851 and as captain in 1853 . For a time he worked as 
a bookkeeper and clerk in England and as a wholesale merchant in America. He d. in 
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Augerum Parish (Elek.) Jan. 21, 1902. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns iittartavlor, VIII, p. 
14a. 
33 See note 16 above. 
34 Carl Hugo Askengren, b. in Svennevad Parish (Ore.) Oct. 22, 1826, s. Johan Gustaf Asken-
gren (Askergren, Axelgren), clergyman in Hardemo and Svennevad parishes, and Fredrika 
Gustava Widberg. He enrolled as a student at the University of Uppsala June I I, 1845 . 
Eventually he passed his examination as a sea captain and later was the first teacher at the 
School of Navigation in Stavanger, Norway, where hem. and settled down. - Lagerholm, 
Sodermanland-Niirkes nation, p. 435. 
35 Carl Philip Gustaf Sack, b. at Prosti:ikna, Barva Parish (Sod .) Feb. 15, 1830, s . of Carl Philip 
Sack, estate owner, and Jacquette Wilhelmina Bennet. After a stint in the Swedish merchant 
marine, he emigr. to Australia , where he worked as a goldminer and farmer. He ultimately 
returned to Sweden and d. in Strangnas March 15, 1894. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns 
iittartavlor, VI, p. 760a. 
36 OlofTheodor Roselius, b. in Uppsala, he began his seaman's career as a cabin boy aboard the 
ship Ulrica from Gavle June 7, 1838. He deserted in New York in March 1840 and was not 
on board when the crew was paid off in Goteborg May 15, 1840. - Goteborg Sjomanshus 
avmonstringsrulla 1840, Landsarkivet, Goteborg. 
37 Christian August Ekenstedt , b . in Lulea Feb. 17, 1828, s. Jons Ekenstedt, physician, and B. 
Catharina Ahlman. He emigr. to America. - Wistrand, Bruzelius and Edling, Sveriges 
liikare-historia, I , p. 196. 
38 Carl Johan Reutermark, b . in Kungsara Parish (Vast.) in 1807, s. of Jonas Reutermark. 
clergyman, and Anna Christina Hedenstrom. He studied at the University of Uppsala, 
became a clergyman in I 830 and served as assistant pastor in several parishes including the 
last one - Linde. In 1847 he was dismissed from his clerical duties. He emigr. to America 
and is supposed to have been killed in action serving with the U.S. Army in the War with 
Mexico. - P. A. Ljungberg, Vesteras stifts herdaminne, Ny foljd, I- II (Orebro 1880), I, p. 
60. 
39 Nils Johan Haggqvist, b. in Pitea March 6, 1832, s. Fredrik Haggqvist , clergyman, and 
Catharina Sophia Holmbergsson. - Leonard Bygden, Hernosands stifts herdaminne, I- IV 
(Uppsala, 1923, 1926), IV, p. Ill. 
40 Bo Carl Herman Roos af Hjelmsiiter, b. in Stockholm Sept. 30, 1834, s. of Bo Christian Roos 
of Hjelmsater, wholesale merchant, and Maria Laurentia Appelberg. He passed his ex-
amination as a sea captain . He perished in the bay outside ofNorrtalje, Sweden Jan. 13, 1860 
during an attempt to rescue another person from drowning. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns 
iillartavlor, VI , p. 399a. 
41 Gustaf Fredrik Wilhelm Bratt, b. 1836, s . of Johan Fredrik Bratt, mine supervisor, and 
Elisabeth Charlotta Sjogren . He became a sea captain, m. Alma Evelina Strombiick in 1869 
and d . in 1875. - Helmer Bratt, Nagra anteckningar om sliikten Bratt Jran Bra11fors 
(Linkoping 1953) , p. 147 . 
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